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Tourism industry is a dynamic and orderly ecosystem and scenic areas are the 
core elements of the tourism industry. Scenic areasValue Chain is an orderly chain 
running through various sectors of industry chain. Scenic areas, in the tourism 
industry value chain of value-added systems, are in a position of relatively high-end, 
or possess a relatively strong ability to control resources in relation to the other 
members. From the perspective of the value chain, this article studies on the symbiotic 
alliance among each node of scenic areas value chain and use the symbiotic theory to 
research on how to keep the scenic areas harmonious, symbiotic and sustainable.  
The first chapter presented the research background and the significance of 
scenic areas symbiotic alliance based on value chain theory. It also outlined the 
research content, research methods and innovative point of this paper.  
The second chapter reviewed the research background and the research progress 
of scenic areas alliance home and abroad. It explained some concepts and theories like 
scenic areas, value chain theory, scenic areas value chain, strategic alliance, symbiotic 
theory and symbiotic alliance. It compared the concept of strategic alliance with 
symbiotic alliance and put forward the concept of scenic areas symbiotic alliance.  
The third chapter conducted the analyses on the scenic areas symbiotic alliance. 
On one hand, it analyzed value chain nodes and market effects. On the other hand, it 
analyzed the three symbiotic elements. According to the two aspects, it established the 
feasibility of the scenic areas symbiotic alliance. 
The fourth chapter constructed the scenic areas symbiotic alliance based on the 
value chain theory and analyzed its mechanism. Focus on the evolution of the scenic 
areas symbiotic alliance, it conducted three-pronged process evaluations: 
effectiveness: the operation of the information platform; fairness: the study of the 
distribution of benefits; stability: the analysis of symbiotic degree. Through the 
Wuzhen -CYTS case study, from the point of view of the tourist attraction--Wuzhen, 
it studied the Wuzhen -CYTS value chain based on vertical integration of symbiotic 
alliance. 
The fifth chapter took the construction of Fujian southwest scenic areas 
symbiotic alliance as a case study to research the feasibility of building Fujian 
southwest scenic areas symbiotic alliance based on value chain theory.   
The implementation of scenic areas symbiotic alliance is not a piece of cake. It is 















to foster symbiotic awareness and symbiotic environment to keep the symbiotic 
relationship of the regional scenic areas symbiotic alliance stable and sustainable 
development. Scenic areas can be a gradually symbiotic alliance between the scenic 
areas by the sharing of resources to expand the sharing of market, brand, information, 
industry and infrastructure to achieve optimization of the symbiotic environment for 
the development of regional tourism. Scenic areas symbiotic alliance will help to 
develop regional tourism resources and expand regional tourism market and will be an 
important aspect of regional economic integration. 
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 1. 导论 
 1
1.导论 
     经过二十多年的高速发展，中国旅游业的发展瓶颈逐渐由住宿、交通悄然转
向了景区。在新的格局下，作为旅游业的核心要素——旅游景区面临的诸多无奈








1.1  研究背景及选题意义 
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